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PLC control of I2C2PC and I2C

Introduction

The I2C2PC, is ideal for PLCs to interface to a world of unique and specialised I2C (and SPI, 1Wire)
sensors and functions.

Our product is unique and superior for PLC use for these key reasons:

• RS232 Interface to PLC

• Plain ASCII text control and data

• Galvanic Isolation and Fibre Optic available for industral environments.

• Multiple independent channels of I2C as well as SPI and 1Wire

• I2C2PC is a robust, properly designed, mature device.

• Here today, here tomorrow, this is what we do.

• Test and debug easily on PC with USB.

This document covers common issues in using a PLC with the I2C2PC.
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1. Development Process

To make it work you have 3 central issues to address:

• Make RS232 work

• Develop and test the command sequences and return data for the I2C chip you are using.

• Read RS232 data in PLC and convert it into useful numeric values. You will need to convert
hex ascii to useful values.

All application notes are here: http://www.i2cchip.com/pdfs/

How NOT to develop: Connect I2C2PC to PLC. Write PLC code. Try it. Hope.

Using Realterm on a PC connected to the I2C2PC develop and test the commands that read your chip,
and validate that the chip works as expected.

Using Realterm on the PC, and a null-modem cable/adaptor connecting to the PLC, test out the RS232
comms and check that you can stop the PLC sending data using the RTS pin. Now you should have
the PLC able to

• send the test case command string

• collect the return HEX data.

Write a PLC test using the test case HEX strings you have made, and prove that your PLC is correctly
converting them into valid data values. Send them using Realterm on the PC to the PLC, and prove
that you can receive them and process them correctly.

Connect the PLC and I2C2PC. Now you should be sending commands to the I2C2PC and getting
return data.

2. Develop I2C Commands

It is best to develop your I2C commands and test your chip, using Realterm on the PC.

You should send commands to read your chip, and check that the data values you get back are correct
and valid. Test you formulas for converting the raw data from the I2C to useful values. Datasheets
often have ambiguous or incorrect formulas.

You should make up several test cases of I2C commands and returned HEX data from the I2C and the
numeric values they represent.

3. RS232

Out of the factory, the I2C2PC will use 57600 baud, N81 data, RTS/CTS handshaking. You can
change the baud rate: BL233B_Setting_Baud_Rate.pdf

It is best that you use hardware RTS/CTS handshaking, the I2C2PC must be able to stop characters
being sent from the PLC, as the I2C commands can take time to execute, and the buffer can overflow.
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Take the time to make the hardware handshaking work, and test that it does. Much later grief can be
avoided.

Please share your cable and PLC configuration, so we can add it to this document. If you connect it
to a USB port for power, the adaptor may autoselect the USB interface. Jumper J3 can be installed to
force the interface to use RS232, when there is a USB connection.

3.1. Cable and Handshaking.

The RS232 connector is DE-9F. This plugs into a PC (DE-9M) using a straight through m-f cable.

• If your PLC has a female connector and/or connects to the PC with a straight through cable then
you will need a Cross-over cable / Null modem cable / Null modem adaptor.

• If your PLC has a male connector and/or connectors to the PC with a crossover cable then you
will need a straight through cable.

PLC’s can use DTR/DSR handshaking or RTS/CTS handshaking. Find out what your PLC has. If it
can do RTS/CTS handshaking, then a standard cable may work. If it can only do DTR/DSR hand-
shaking then you will need to make a custom cable. Realterm has a table of RS232 pinouts (PC end)
on the Pins tab. If your PLC wants both RTS/CTS and DTR/DSR, the you will need to join the DTR
and DSR pins of the PLC.

Don’t hestitate to get your oscilloscope and multimeter out. Especially, check which pins are the
output pins: they have voltages of more than +/-5V. If you are not experienced with RS232, get help
from someone really old.

Function I2C2PC dir I2C2PC Pin# PLC Pin#
RXD OUT 2
TXD IN 3
RTS IN 7
CTS OUT 8
GND 5 5

3.2. Debugging PLC Comms using a PC

If you get a D9 Null modem adaptor (this is 9F to 9F), and plug this into a PC serial port, you will now
have a 9F socket the same as the I2C2PC’s RS232 connector. If you set Realterm on your PC with
RTS/CTS (Port tab) , then you should be able to plug your PLC cable straight into it and see what the
PLC sends, and send back the data expected from the I2C.

Checking Handshaking

You can see the CTS wire from the PLC in the status lights.

If you set handshaking to None, then you can manually control the flow of commands from the PLC
using the RTS pin (PINS tab). Make your PLC send chars in a loop. The RTS button should stop
the characters. If the DTR button stops the chars, then you need to change the cable. If neither stops
the chars, then either the cable is wrong, or you have not turned on hardware handshaking in the PLC
configuration.
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3.3. My PLC has 3 wires and no Handshaking / I am using Fibre Optic
connection.

You have three options:

• Send short commands and use delays to ensure they must have completed before sending the
next command

• Drop the baud rate to a very low one, that ensures commands always execute faster than the
comms

• Use XON/XOFF software handshaking. You should use the new BL233C control chip not
BL233B for this.

3.4. My PLC has TTL level Serial

The I2C2PC has a TTL level connection inside: CN9

4. Read to PLC

This is PLC specific. Please send us your samples.

You need to answer several questions:

• How do I consfigure the seial port for baud rate, data, and handshaking?

• How do I send command strings? Normally these will only need to be fixed strings of text.

• How will I sync the received data response? Do I need to add leading or trailing characters,
linefeeds etc?

• How will I convert the data - hex ascii text, into meaningful numbers?

Send ascii I2C commands out. The return data will be uppercase hex ascii (eg “5F”). Ensure you read
data in such a way that you can process it, especially byte order (big/little endian). You can format
the data (commas, linefeeds), and put extra chars (eg “V1=”) into the return data if you want.

If you need data in non-hex formats i.e raw binary or decimal-text, or you need to change byte order,
then the new BL233C is able to manipulate and pre-process the I2C data.

Simulate Sensor: To test your PLC code with specific sensor values, without having to force a sensor
to make them, you can use the “T” typeback command to make the I2C2PC return a specific data
string without using the I2C sensor. This can help in testing your PLC program. e.g the command
string T30334538, will return “03E8,” i.e. 1000

4.1. Debugging with USB and PC

While operating through the RS232 port, you can connect the USB port to a PC, and all data sent from
the I2C2PC will be seen through the USB. The outgoing PLC commands to the I2C2PC will not be
seen.

Jumper J3 can must be installed to force the interface to use RS232 when a USB is connected.

If you set J3 to USB, then you can do the inverse: commands will come from the PC, but data will
still go from the I2C2PC to the PLC.
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5. Power

You can power it

• 7 - 24V via 2.1mm jack

• 5V via USB socket

The 2.1mm jack feeds a 7805 regulator, so it can be fed from a 24V PLC supply. However only
limited current will be possible without overheating e.g. 50 - 100mA

If you connect it to a USB port for power, the adaptor may autoselect the USB interface. Jumper J3
can be installed to force the interface to use RS232.

6. Revision History

Rev Date Changes
0 29 Nov 2016 Preliminary Release
1
2
3

A. Specific PLC Examples
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